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INTRODUCTION 

 

  In Volumes-One-to-Four, under the power and authority of dominant women in my 

life, I have moved from being a young male to one that is a submissive gurl with the name, 

Clare Murchison-Penne.  

    

  This transformation is now complete to the point of being a “castrato.”  

    

  Yes, I am a eunuch as described in volume-four, thanks largely to my partner, Saffi 

Murchison and, yes, we are partners in the sense that I am now legally indentured to her as a 

form of handmaiden, bondwoman, or courtesan. I really am not sure how to describe the 

term, as I am, probably, a mix of all three. That “process” and initiation to such a lifestyle 

was fully described in Volume-Three. 

    

  The history, so far, has explored the chronology of my relationships, scenarios and 

development from once being a male to now living life as a submissive woman, partnered to 

a loving, powerful and intellectually, a very smart woman. 

    

  I have been largely fortunate to find such a caring domme lover. She controls all 

matters of my life, non-sexual and sexual, without having to use enormous amounts of 

punishment. Ours is a true domme to submissive relationship permeating everything that we 

do and such lifestyles do not thrive on the oft-quoted stories of punishment and pain. Such 

stories are better of where they are, in BDSM literature. Not to say that there are not elements 

of the scene in the text, indeed there are. 

    

  I have been lucky in having such a supporting family as Saffi’s has demonstrated. It is 

true that their family dynamics are somewhat peculiar and my own role as a transsexual 

chattel well illustrates this. However, they are very loving to both of us. 

    

 

  Volume-Four covered some significant developments for me, Saffi having made it 

clear that I am to be an “ultra-femme” and, to achieve her aim, having had me schooled in the 

many aspects of femininity - not least the passage of a long term in one of Britain’s better 

finishing schools, along with Fallon’s girlfriend, Chrissie. 

    

  Fallon, of course, being Saffi’s sister.  

    

  At the end of Volume-Four, I made the mega-decision to go forward for sexual 

reassignment surgery and become a full girl for her. This is something that she has long 



wanted and, it must be said, for me too though I had several doubts about the surgery. Saffi 

was also right in that this was the one decision that I had to make, as it was my life. 

    

  Volume-Five continues the story with a mix of the final training that Saffi wanted me 

to undertake to become a true woman and an indentured courtesan to her and then the 

momentous surgery to become the woman that she and I so desired.  

    

  It is a “full” story and, hopefully, portrays some of the emotions and experiences I 

went through. 

    

  The title of volume-five is “Transformation to Submission” and, again, I really hope I 

can show to you, the readers, the intensity of love and authority that pervades our 

relationship. The history of our partnership seen through the context of Saffi’s fem-domme 

control of me and set in the well-heeled international life-style that we follow.  

    

  Ultimately, as I have come to know, home is home. 

    

  I trust that you really enjoy reading this and I welcome any feedback.                          

    

  Clare. 

  


